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YOUR 2015 COMMITTEE 

President: Ray Andrews  
 Mobile: 082 853 7316 
 Email: rwanderws@telkomsa.net 
 
Vice President: Nick Thomas 
 Mobile: 079 898 5629 
 Email: nick@nickthomas.co.za 
 
Secretary: Carol Andrews  
 Mobile:  082 853 7270 
 Email: rwandrews@telkomsa.net 
 

Treasurer: Carl Vlotman  
 Mobile: 081 511 2324 
 Email: alupanelsa@gmail.com 
 
Rides Conveners: Gerhard Raschen    
 Mobile: 084 511 6227 
 Email: gerhard@excelsiorflanges.com  
 
 Alasdair Hulme 
 Mobile: 079 500 6133 
 Email: alasdairh@belfa.co.za 

 
 

CLUB NOTICES AND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
The next Meeting will be held at The River Club 
on Wednesday 1 April 2015 at 7.00pm for 
7.30pm start. 
 

 

Please note that 
subscriptions are due by 
the end of March 2015. 

 

Subs for 2015 
 

1. National Subscriptions for the year are 
R150.  

2. Chapter Subscription will remain at 
R140.  
 
 

 

 
BIRTHDAYS 
 
Des Fenning           -          31st March 

Graham Atkinson        -           16th April 

Ian Keay                      -           16th April 

Jonathan Pepler           -           28th April 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:rwanderws@telkomsa.net
mailto:rwandrews@telkomsa.net
mailto:alasdairh@belfa.co.za
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ACCOUNT DETAILS: 
 
NAME: ULYSSES CAPE 

TOWN 
BANK: STANDARD BANK 
ACCOUNT NO: 270 347 097 
 
 
Please note that NO CASH will be accepted for  
subscriptions.   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EVENT’S CALENDER 

 

Swallows 2015 
 — with Francois Sweis Van Rhyn. 

 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/vanrhynf
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The Legend Of The Gremlin Bell 

The legend claims that a small bell attached to your  

motorcycle, close to the ground, catches the Evil Road  

Spirits. The Little Gremlins live on your motorcycle causing  

all kinds of mechanical problems. The cavity of the bell  

attracts these Evil Spirits, but the constant ringing drives  

them insane and they lose their grip and fall to the ground. 

The legend also says that if you give the gremlin bell as a  

gift to a rider you double the protection. 

Alasdair Hulme 
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BREAKFAST RUN 14th MARCH 

I set the alarm for five in the morning in anticipation of a nice ride, but first I needed to water the 

lawn for an hour since it’s been a week it last saw a drop.  At six it gets light here and the sky 

shows a light cloud cover. It feels mild at 16 deg compared to other mornings where it's been six 

and seven deg already. So, jeans and lighter shoes will do. Having spent 3 hours yesterday 

polishing the new pride of my positions, I slip it in first and move off at idle speed not to pick up 

too much dust at about seven.  

It takes about 35 minutes or so to reach Durbanville at a lazy pace.  The tank is full and the road 

empty and going so slow on the gravel, 20 minutes have lapsed. So bugger driving "economically" 

and I kick up the pace. Just to around 130k.  Adderly road connects Philadelphia with Durbanville 

and is a bumpy twisty bit where the cruise control helps to keep the twist grip steady. Right, lets 

scroll quickly through a the settings. Uh donder! here is the tighter turn already where the Spes 

Bona dirt rd joins followed by a dip and a narrow bridge. And all that gravel is on the Tarmac. 

Where is that cruise switch? Cancel it man! Too late. By the time I get my act together the bike has 

long passed all the hazards without a single hitch. LEARN FROM IT, ride the bike or play 

computer games but not both!!! Here we are in Durbanville only seven minutes later. Ok cool it 

that was much faster than expected. So next on the N1 and the Winelands One Stop. Thought I 

would be the first one here but there is a crowd of four bikes and quickly growing to eleven in 

total. What a nice turn-out indeed. After a brief route discussion and clearing leading and 

sweeping the disgraceful bunch is off.   

The R44 takes us to Stellenbosh and Helshoogte is waiting. After this morning’s adrenaline rush I 

am a bit weary but no matter how much I lean, the bike just seem to smile and ask "is that all you 

dare"?  There is plenty more grip to have. Thinking that Dave of BMW said that these bikes keep 

up with the super bikes at the race track is very reassuring and confidence inspiring. Next through 

Franshoek onto the next pass. A drop of water here and there is not what I had in mind to expect 

on this breakfast ride. But then we get into the clouds literally with spirals of mist spinning up 

next and over the road, taking your mind along into a mystic place. The road is getting damp and 

reality is kicking in as the bikes electronics take control of the grip. I never had that before and 

experiencing traction control for the first time is very calming. Not that I was anywhere near 

dangerous, but it picked up the loss of adhesion so much earlier then I would have. It's like you 

cannot do anything wrong unless you are totally stupid. Can make you over confident especially 

not being used to the considerable but hidden weight of this machine.  It feels a lot lighter then my 

650 when traveling but boy, on gravel that can catch you out because when it goes sideways it 

happens far more instantly.  And don't even think of putting your foot down because you will 

knock your leg very hard against the cylinder head and I am not strong enough to hold the weight 

anyway. All there is to do, just open the tap or even keep it there the bike will sort it out. But I am 

side tracked by off-road stuff again. Once down the other side beautiful blue skies are there and 

Ian takes over to lead us into Grabow for breakfast at the country club. Boy was that a lot of food! 
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Here Nick and one guest rider had to say their goodbyes when we carried on towards Kleinmont 

with a refueling stop off and the other kind at Rooi Els. This is basically the end of the ride where 

some stayed longer and smaller groups left sooner on their way home via the pass.  

This route is one of the best around the cape area and I think we all enjoyed it fully specially with 

the ambient weather we had. By the time I got back to my pad the bike had clocked 403km and has 

still enough juice to make it to work tomorrow. Incredible! The 650 would have asked for at least 

one fuel stop.  The other incredible thing is, I am not stiff and utterly exhausted but still so full of 

beans that I had to toss this review down right now. Thanks girls and guys for an awesome day, 

wonderful company and an exceptional ride, both bike and route.  

~ Gerhard Raschen 

 

 

 

This stuff is rudimentary to some, they just do it anyway but some people can be nervy and some 

can react the wrong way... 

Basically this 'ible is here to help people bumming a ride on their mates motorbike be as safe and 

comfortable as possible.  

Lets continue... 

 

http://cdn.instructables.com/F3W/6N6K/FLLZY54C/F3W6N6KFLLZY54C.LARGE.jpg
http://cdn.instructables.com/F3W/6N6K/FLLZY54C/F3W6N6KFLLZY54C.LARGE.jpg
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 For starters...  

Before you get on ask the driver if they want 

you to put your feet down at the lights etc. 

It's actually a serious point, if they can 

balance with the extra weight most will say 

no from the people I know, the reason being 

is that when they're taking off you'll 

inevitably be moving your legs around 

behind them which isn't good for balancing 

and you can sometimes get in their way.  

 

Look at where you're going to be sitting, flip out the pillion pedals, they're really fiddly to get once 

you're perched up on the seat... 

 

Look at what kind of grips you have to hold on to, most bikes have a handle across the rear of the 

seat, which you put your arms behind you for, some have handles on the side...  

 

A top box is a great thing for a pillion passenger, it eliminates the whole, worry of falling off, even 

though it's hard to do... 

 

Tips for pillion 

riding 
BY MARK HINCHLIFFE 
IN TIPS/TRAINING 
— 22 JUL, 2013 

 

 
If you think being a pillion is easy, try it. My first 
pillion ride was also the first time I did the old 
ton (100mph or 160km/h) on a bike. 
 
It was 1974-ish and my flared Amco jeans were whipping my legs into a frenzy, my Bell helmet 
was trying to strangle me, my nylon army parker was tearing the flesh from my upper body and I 
felt like I had one foot in the door at the pearly gates. 

http://cdn.instructables.com/F7H/MDB7/FLLZY56J/F7HMDB7FLLZY56J.LARGE.jpg
http://cdn.instructables.com/F7H/MDB7/FLLZY56J/F7HMDB7FLLZY56J.LARGE.jpg
http://motorbikewriter.com/author/hinchm2013/
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The rider was in a race crouch over his Kwaka Z900 leaving me fully exposed to the full blast of 
the wind which is pretty severe at that speed. 

 
I should have been crouched over as well, 
hanging on to him, but my misguided machismo 
meant I didn’t want to hug the guy, so I sat bolt 
upright and clung on for dear life. Exhilarating 
and utterly terrifying. 
 
Few riders have ever been a pillion and therefore 
don’t understand the sheer terror of not being in 
control. 
 
So if you want to take a pillion, the first tip is to 
be a pillion and experience it first hand. 
 
 

 
Here are some other tips for pillion riding: 
 
1. The right bike. 

 
The general rule is that the more comfortable they are, the better.  But that doesn’t mean you 
can only carry a pillion if you own a Gold Wing or Ultra Classic.  Perhaps the most enjoyable 
pillioning my wife and I have ever done was on a Triumph Bonneville T100.   
 
She prefers light bikes because she feels I’ll be able to hold it up. She also prefers they aren’t 
too powerful and intimidating. The Bonne is also low enough for to just throw a leg over, 
rather than having to step on the footpeg and hoist over. 
 
But there is no use buying a bike your regular pillion will hate, so ask their opinion. They may 
actually prefer the budgie perch of a sportsbike because it satisfies their desire for sportiness 
over comfort.  That means lots and lots of test rides together. 

 
2. Mounting and dismounting. 

 
Advise your pillion to ask permission before hopping on so you have a good hold of the 
bars and both feet on the ground. Don’t try to do this on the side stand as you may bend it, 
nor the centre stand as you may not be able to rock the bike to get it back down. 
 
Request your pillion to alight as soon as you stop, then park your bike without them. Don’t 
be a hero and try to do it with a pillion on board unless you are certain of your abilities and 
the ground surface. If you drop it, you will quickly go from hero to zero. 
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3. Exhaust warning. 
 
Warn your pillion about putting their foot or leg on the hot exhaust. Nothing spoils a two-
up trip more than a quick visit to the emergency ward to treat a leg burn. 
 

4. Don’t scare your pillion. 
 
They won’t have any trust in you if 
the first time you take them for a 
ride you hoist it up on one wheel or 
whittle down your knee sliders in 
the corners. 
 
As their level of trust rises, you may 
add these to your repertoire, but 
always give them a tap on the leg 
first to broadcast that you are about 
to do a wheelie (easier with a 
pillion) or go for a radical lean 
angle. 

 
5. Communicate. 

 
Rider and pillion communication used to consist of hand signals or, more likely, a vice-like 
thigh grip from your pillion when they are scared or a whack on the back of the helmet 
when they want you to stop and let them off. 
 
Agree on a set of signals before you even put on your helmets and mount the bike. You’ll 
need signals for when you can mount, hazard coming up (bump, sharp turn etc), slow 
down, speed up, stop, and when to get off. 
 
If it all sounds too complicated, get a Bluetooth 
communications system. It not only clears up 
any confusing hand signals, but also means you 
can enjoy a chat with your pillion. 
 

6. Be smooth. 
 
Anyone who has ever carried a pillion will be 
aware of “helmet bump”.  
As you accelerate, your pillion tenses their 
stomach muscles and pulls themselves forward. 
Your pillion doesn’t know when you are going to 
change gears, so they stay tense. As soon you dip the clutch, momentum slightly lags and 
they naturally rock forward, banging their helmet into yours. 
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There are two ways you can prevent this. 
 
First is to be smooth with your gear changes. The second is to move your head and 
shoulders forward as you pull the clutch in, leaving the lower part of your back as a buffer 
to soak up your pillion’s forward movement. 
 
After a while, most pillions learn to listen to the engine revs and brace themselves for the 
coming gear change. 

 
7.  To lean or not to lean. 
 
Of course, pillions shouldn’t lean opposite to the 
rider.  But some riders tell their pillion to lean into 
the corner with them. 
 
I don’t agree as you never know how much they 
will lean and therefore how tightly the bike will 
corner. 
 

 
It’s best to tell them to remain fairly still throughout your journey. In fact, advise your 
pillion that any fidgeting can cause instability and a possible topple, especially at slow 
speeds and when stopped at the traffic lights. 
 
 

8. Suspension adjustment. 
 
Most bikes have their suspension set 
at the factory for the “standard rider” 
weight of about 80kg. If you weigh 
substantially more or less, you should 
make suitable adjustments to the 
suspension. 
 
However, a pillion changes the load 
even more significantly. A rider 
might vary several kilograms above 
or below the standard rider weight, 
but a pillion can more than double 
that difference. 
 
Also, the centre of gravity is now much higher and further back, which will upset the 
handling and make the steering light. 
 
If your bike has suspension adjustment, make sure you use it. Usually pumping up the 
preload on the rear spring is enough. 
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If there is no adjustment and you are going to be doing a lot of two-up riding, it is wise to 
fit an adjustable rear shock. 
 
Other areas that may need adjustment include the tyres, chain and headlights. Consult your 
manual for ideal tyre pressures for two-up and how to adjust the chain and headlight beam. 
 
You can reduce handling and steering anomalies by asking your pillion to sit as close as 
possible to you. Then you will move together in harmony with the bike and better focus the 
bike’s centre of gravity. But be aware this will prevent you moving around in your seat and 
you will have to adjust your riding style to suit. 

 
9. Braking. 

 
A pillion‘s weight will also reduce braking efficiency.  Not only will the bike take longer to 
stop, but in a panic situation, your pillion may be flung on to your back. You not only have 
to support all your weight on your wrists, but also the weight of your pillion. This can 
cause riders to lose grip on the bars with inevitable consequences.  Also, the rearward 
weight bias will make the rear brake more effective and less likely to lock up, so use it 
more.  

 
 
10. Gear up. 

 
Just as riders should always wear the right gear, so should pillions. 
Your pillion deserves the same level of equipment protection as you. 
That also means warm gear when it’s cold, hot weather gear for summer and wets for when 
it rains. 
 
Riders should also be aware that they block 
much of the breeze from their pillion, so in 
summer your pillion is going to need even 
better ventilated gear. 
 
In winter, riders get some comfort from the 
heat that comes off the engine, but their 
pillion may not, so it’s advisable they rug 
up even more than you. 
 
Bike accessories are also important to a 
pillion. Luggage will allow them to bring 
an extra pair of high heels and cocktail 
dress with them and a sissy bar will provide extra confidence. However, a loud aftermarket 
pipe might just be too annoying. Remember, they are a lot closer to it than you. At least put 
the bung in when carrying a pillion. 
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EDITOR – LIZ THOMAS 

All articles and photographs are welcome ... please send them to me in JPEG 

format to email: 4ultimatesolutions@gmail.com before the 25th of the Month. 

Disclaimer.  
Note: The Editor shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawings contained in this newsletter. 
Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor’s nor other member(s).  If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional 
but, is published as a free service to likeminded members and is not for profit or gain. 

 

mailto:4ultimatesolutions@gmail.com

